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THE MISSION INN FOUNDATION RECEIVES GRANT AWARD FROM CALIFORNIA
HUMANITIES
(RIVERSIDE, CALIF.) — California Humanities has recently announced the Spring 2019 Humanities For All
Project Grant awards. The Mission Inn Foundation has been awarded $15,000 for its project entitled
Toward Peace.
Humanities For All Project Grant is a competitive grant program of California Humanities which
supports locally-developed projects that respond to the needs, interests and concerns of Californians,
provide accessible learning experiences for the public, and promote understanding among our state’s
diverse population.
Toward Peace is a multifaceted project that will unfold over a two year period (2020-2021), exploring
the peace activism of Riverside businessman and civic leader Frank Miller, both before and after World
War I, within the historical context provided by contemporary social movements advocating women’s
rights, international peace, and social and economic justice. The Mission Inn Museum will partner with
three local organizations—the Riverside League of Women Voters, Riverside Public Library, and Glocally
Connected, an emerging non-profit refugee service organization—to produce an interpretive
exhibition at the historic Mission Inn museum, a one-day public conference featuring recognized
national and local scholars, two film and discussion programs, peace-themed downtown walking tours,
an interactive community art workshop traveling to local libraries, and a community
forum/conversation that will explore contemporary local-to-global connections and promote
awareness of Riverside’s rich historical and cultural legacy.
“These projects will bring the complexity and diversity of California to light in new ways that will
engage Californians from every part of our state, and will help us all understand each other better,”
said Julie Fry, President & CEO of California Humanities. “We congratulate these grantees whose
projects will promote understanding and provide insight into a wide range of topics, issues, and
experiences.”
California Humanities promotes the humanities – focused on ideas, conversation and learning – as
relevant, meaningful ways to understand the human condition and connect us to each other in order to
help strengthen California. California Humanities has provided grants and programs across the state
since 1975. To learn more visit www.calhum.org, or follow California Humanities on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
About the Mission Inn Foundation and Museum
The Mission Inn Foundation was incorporated in 1976 to assist in the preservation and restoration of
the Mission Inn Hotel & Spa, and originally, to manage the hotel during ownership by the City of
Riverside's Redevelopment Agency. In addition to managing the Mission Inn Museum, the Mission Inn
Foundation interprets the history and significance of the Mission Inn through daily hotel tours, monthly
public programs and special events, the Hands On History youth educational initiative, and the
continued stewardship of the hotel's expansive art, artifact, and archival collections.

A historic postcard image of the Peace Tower dedicated to Frank A. Miller, located at the top of Mt.
Rubidoux, Riverside, CA.

